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Air Conditioning
N.A. Radcko, EM-71
Air Conditioning is the creation and automatic support of the fresh air to all closed offices or some of its parameters (temperature, humidity, cleanliness, air velocity) on a certain level to ensure optimal meteorological conditions most favorable to the health of people or technological  process. 
Nowadays there are many types of air conditioning systems and individual air conditioners, but when you choose it you must analyze many factors, because not every system will fit a particular room. 
Rooftops air conditioners are constructively chiller. They are mono block devices, intended to be installed on flat roofs of houses. They perform ventilation and regulate the air temperature in very large areas. It should be noted that rooftops have a wide range of capacities (8-140 kWh), simple during installation and simple maintenance, high reliability and economical in operation. There is a positive parameter that they act as fire ventilation. 
Wardrobe (cabinet) air conditioner is a complete single unit designed for installation round-the-clock every day regulation of the temperature and air cleaning in a room where necessary. The power of these conditioners is approximately 11 to 80 kWh. The main advantage of the cabinet air conditioners is its easy installation and maintenance. The main components of air conditioner are positioned in the inner block.        Access is provided on the front deck of the air conditioner. Air cabinet is simpler in design, more mobile, but it needs to be supplied with water. 
Precision air conditioners are a variety of cabinet air conditioners. They are equipped with different types of microprocessor control systems and are capable of supporting not only the precise temperature settings, but also humidity. Precision air conditioners have such characteristics as precise temperature control (± 1 ° C) and humidity (± 2%), can work in a wide range of outdoor air temperature (up to minus 35 ° C), are full of compatibility with supervisory control systems and  climate control.
	Central air conditioners are designed to serve several rooms or one large room. Sometimes several central air conditioners serve one large room. Modern central air conditioners are available in the performance and consist of standard sections (three-dimensional modules) designed to control, mix, heat, cool, clean, dry, humidify the air movement. Central air conditioners have some drawbacks, the main ones being the need for complicated installation and construction work, lying around the house extended communications .
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